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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXIV.

THIS YEAR OF GRACE.

I N a democratic country probably the most autocratic
- system, which still exists, is that of the Public Schools.

Here only can one individual lay violent hands on
another without the risk of a summons for assault and
battery. It is the last refuge of the Benevolent Despots,
compelled in a democratic age to choose between the
alternatives of autocratic rule among savages in remote parts
of the Empire, or schoolboys at home.

Their movements, and the changes in the succession of
their office are not matters of purely academic interest, as
are those of national monarchs to-day; they are watched by
their subjects with excitement, apprehension, and relief.
And with us the cry of "The King is dead, Long live the
King!" has come and gone; we can look back over the first
year of our new Benevolent Despot. This time a year ago
the school world seemed to be breaking up, there was a
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spirit of fin,de,slecle in the air, in spite of the inevitable
gloom. The Christmas holidays were spent in anxious
enquiry through friends and relations about The Character
and The Career. The stories were conflicting; tales of
grim corps parades, indicative of almost prussian severity
and discipline, mingled with others, which seemed to foretell
another Noel Coward. We returned to school and have
been making up our minds ever since.

The Easter term passed without incident; the School
continued precisely as before; even the regular spring
epidemic was present to make the term entirely unexcep,
tional. Jove thundered but once and that in a clear sky; the
auguries were good; and Saturday night's hall was in future
remitted.

The Summer term came and went with three new
changes in the School. Mr. Gordon, Chairman of the
Governors, died suddenly a few weeks after Commemor,
ation; Colonel Smith handed over the a.T.C. to Captain,
now Major, Jaques; and Mr. Parry,Jones left the School
House, of which he had almost become a part, and went
over the way to carry on the Carey tradition in its old
Home, No big change ever happens in the summer; it is
the end of the school year; and, though Mr. Boughey had
begun to make his influence felt in the School for the first
time, he made as yet no change in the organization of either
work or games.

The new school year came, and with it the new changes.
The whole arrangement of forms and sets was altered round,
to make room for the teaching of German as a regular
subject in the Middle School, to allow the possibility of
earlier specializ;ation, and to raise the general standard by
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putting School Certificate one form lower down. Upper
Sixth no longer exists, but the Sixth form is to become as
exclusive, though it has hardly done so as yet. Another
change also has been instituted, which must be given time
to show its value. Peaceful picketing over the question of
boxing has been made impossible, by an arrangement, which
puts it on the same basis as other forms of extra tuition.
This may numerically decrease the numbers of boxers in the
school, but it will at the same time sift out those who are
keen enough to take it up seriously, and by this means raise
the general standard.

,The year is almost over; House Suppers and Speech
making are upon us: what are we to say in reply to the toast
of the School? It has been a successful year, yet its most
rem:trkable feature has been its lack of incident; we will sit
down with the maxim ringing in our ears, "Happy is the
country that has no history."

VALETE.
[Omitted in our last number.]

G. C. ASHMORE (g)-VLA, School Prefect, Head of Ross',
1st XV (1926-7-8), 2nd XI (1927-8), Class Leader with Badge,
C.S.M. in O.T.C., Member of Duffers.

SCHOOL NEWS.

On Saturday, December 1st, Mr. \Vhitaker-\Vilson and l\Tiss
Whybrow gave a" Schubert" Lecture Recital.
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On Friday, December 7th, Mr. 51. George Gray gave a
lecture to the Archaeological Society on, "The Romans in
Somerset and the South West." Members of the School were
invited.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with
School Colours :--

1ST XV.
Nov. 11 R. S. Paterson

" 25 R. V. Godfray
Dec. 2 P. R. T. Wright

C. C. Hanrott
R. H. Bellamy

2ND XV.
Dec. 9 E. Knight

R. H. N. Tilby
C. Abell
P. R. Read
C. H. S. Ridout
G. V. Martin

XXX BLAZER.

Boome
Cunningham
Wardlaw
Eglington
Ashmore
Warren ma.
Rotton
Davis
Carey mi.
Fegen
Seale
Nash ma.
Mallock

CLASS LEADERS' BADGES.

Charles
Cunningham
Becber
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Mennagen
Boome
Peters ma.
Tilby
Ashdown
Beattie
Moberly
Davis
White

SCHOOL GYM. COLOURS.

T. K. West
D. S. G. Butterfield
L. A. C. Auret
P. E. M. Shaw
R. E. Nash
C. N. Thurstan
P. K. Devitt
K. E. Boome
J. C. Cunningham
D. H. D. Alexander

O.S. NEWS.

421

H. B. Stallard (g) has been elected a Member of the Royal
College of Surgeons.

The following played in the V,:oolwich-Sandhurst match:
Sandhurst: C. M. R. Spedding (j)

1. D. 1\1. Wilson (g).

\Voolwich: J. C. Kelway (b)
D. C. Ashmore (g).

R. C. Keary (c) has played for the Cranwell XV and holds
his Colours.
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OXFORD O.S. LETTER.

[DECEMBER,

Although there are certainly a great number of 0.55. up at
Oxford this term, it seems unnecessary for the Thirty-second
Annual Report to exaggerate that number by including people
who went down over a year ago. Of course, we all wish that
they were still up here, but as they aren't, it's rather disconcerting
to find their names included in the list. But to consider those
who really are up. New College heads the list as far as numbers
are concerned. J. A. Nunn is president of several clubs, and
he and F. H. Wright play gallant rugger for the College.
R. Eglington also plays, and is sometimes to be seen having
tea in the club house at Southfield after a victorious round of
golf. At that game A. F. Becher has been excelling himself
(ask him about that round of 64 net!), while G. P. Humphreys
Davies has come back from Austria possessing a strange pipe
and lamenting that Munich beer is not obtainable in the New
College Buttery. S. H. Nowell-Smith is also in New College.
He is singing in the Opera this term, and when I last saw him
was off to attend a debate at Saint Hugh's !

W. R. H. Martin is the only representative of the School in
St. John's. He is to be met bicycling along the tow-path,
shouting instructions to a crew of freshers. Others alone are
M. K. Sahebzada in Balliol and H. J. C. Taylor in Lincoln:
the latter, full of new steps, is a devotee of the Academic Dance
Club. A. C. M. Cornish-Bowden and W. T. C. Maynard are
also alone in Exeter and Wadham respectively. D. F. R.
Evans plays rugger for Hertford and A. J. Duncombe-Anderson
Captains the 'Varsity fencing team. G. W. Paton and A. Bax
are also at Hertford. R. H. Kendal plays rugger for Vniv.,
and owns a £10 car (but it goes very well, all the same).
A. M. Emmet rows and belongs to the Flying Squadron.
R. G. Kreyer is also in Vniv.-occasionally! He hurdles for
for his College, as does also J. A. Greig for ·Worcester.
R. A. G. Duff is also at Worcester. K. D. Findeisen, from
Corpus, is a prominent member of the O.V.D.S. In Merton
we have O. D. Holt and J. P. Birch: the latter is to be found
surveying the parks of a morning. In RN.C. are O. 1. Green
and A. M. Green, and also D. A. Hodgkinson who plays rugger
and golf. In Christ Church are R. S. B. Best, whose historical
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studies are arousing considerable interest and expectations, and
A.]. M. Harris, secretary of the Ornithological Society. R. M.
Keane and \IV. D. Tyldesley-]ones have once been out to hunt
with the Bicester in magnificent plumage, and are conspicuous
in other even gayer circumstances. Lastly, but not least, there
are in Oriel, M. W. \iVillson and B. H. Sheldon; a deadly
opponent at tennis and badminton, T. T. Hardy. deep in
biological studies, and A. H. L. Baker, who cuts up dead bodies.

CAMBRIDGE O.S. LETTER.

The composition of a letter describing the occupations of
O.SS. at Cambridge presents to your correspondent difficulties
which seem almost insurmountable. For at this University it
is only too true that no one has the slightest idea how anyone
else li ves; indeed very often-such is the marshy atmosphere
of the place-one does not even know who anyone else is.
Your correspondent therefore, having run wildly about in small
circles trying to glean a few items of news, has had to fall back
on the usual list of names and a little vague tittle-tattle for spice.
In general, then, Shirburnians may be seen any day at the fives,
racquets, squash and badminton courts, playing with commend
able fervour: also at football matches whether as players or
spectators. No theatre, high-brow or low-brow, lacks their
attendance, and it is also said that quite a number of them work.

At Clare, ]. R. Anderson and E. L. Iliffe occupy a com
mandinG position in St. l\fary's Chambers, F. C. Knight is
a leading light in la langue Franyaise, and Ullman has been
seen (unless your correspondent was mistaken) on a fearsome
looking motor-bicycle. ]. F. \Valley has come up this term,
and is immured in rooms several miles from his College.

Rix is a new-corner to Corpus and moves in the best circles.
Dick Kinnersly is not up this term, unfortunately. B. C.\Vright
is still writing, and has now taken up Economics and Film
Work.

In Downing sits a solitary representative of the old school-
S. J. Olivier.
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Caius still seethes with a.ss. P. E. Devitt, the Milligan
freres and F. G. \Varner form a compact and intelligent group,
finding time to play rugger, work and attend the better concerts.
M. R. Moritz is now a stern-looking B.A. (with car). Latham
and Shippam are frequently visible in Trinity Street; and there
are two fresh arrivals, L. C. Martin and V. R. Newbery.

King's boasts of N. Highton, but no others. He dwells at
Chetwynd Court, but it is not known if he is a member of the
society of that name.

. In Pembroke we have Standring-Smith, in gent's natty
suitings, and sports model; Forrester, who is at every event of
any importance, and rightly so: C. H. Wilcox, who besides
being secretary of innumerable societies, is rapidly become one
of the great scientific brains of the century: Attwater and
J. P. \Yhitham, as handsome as ever: and Hubert, a freshman
this term and dwelling, appropriately enough, on Mount
Pleasant.

P. Kinnersly has come up to Peterhouse this term and wears
a beautiful and refulgent tie of the royalist blue.

John's contains R. C. T. Allen, Rugg-Gunn, Chapman and
Townsend-it is a most extraordinary thing about that college,
but your correspondent never meets or hears anything about
O.SS. there, with the exception, of course, of R. V. Payne, who
is the able secretary of the Cambridge O.S. Society.

Alderton graces Sidney Sussex, does a great deal of work
and plays rugger. Leeper is also a member of this college.

The head of G. C. Tozer may often be seen towering above
the roofs of Trinity Great Courts. E. R. Harley and C. B.
Meyer are not quite so visible, and A. J. S. Tennant has just
come up.

In Trinity Hall there is D. C. Brookes, who always looks,
and probably is, enormously busy; H. C. Devitt, usually to be
seen with Tozer (see above), and J. C. D. Gould, who dwells
at the ends of the earth.

Your correspondent, having now done his worst, and relying
on anonymity to preserve him from sudden death, begs to be
excused, and closes with"many protestations of affection for his
old school, which, he is sure, are echoed by all 0.55. at this
superior University.
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--.Jf-__~_~L
511 .Mel1torial1t.

ARTHUR ALAN GORDON CROWDY. On January
27th, 1928, at The Grove, Milford-on-Sea, Arthur
A1an Gordon Crowdy, D.e.M. (a, left 1907), beloved
husband of Hilda Crowdy, and only son of the late
Canon J. G. Crowdy, of Winchester. Aged 39.

MAJOR EDWARD BAMFoRD,v.e. Major Bamford,
the son of the late Rev. Robert Bamford, was born
in 1887, and was a day-boy at Sherborne from 1900
to 1902. He joined the R.M.L.I. in 1905, and
served at varions times in H.M.S. Bulwark,
Magnificent, Britannia, Chester, Royal Sovereign,
and Highflyer. He was gazetted Captain in 1916,
and awarded the D.S.O. for his services at the Battle
of Jutland. He won his V.c. as a leader of the
landing party from the Vindictive on the Zeebrugge
Mole on St. George's Day, 1918, and he will always
be remembered as one of the outstanding heroes of
that most gallant ad venture. He died of pneumonia
on September 30th, in China, where he held the
appointment of Instructor of Small Arms and
Musketry Officer at Hongkong. In him Sherborne
mourns one of her most distinguished sons.

LECTURE.

On Tuesday, November 6th, Sir Wilfrid T. Grenfell gave a
lecture in the Schoolroom on " Our work in Labrador." Though
he was often difficult to hear the School were at once impressed
by a man "who had evidently knocked about the world a bit."

Finding Harley Street overcrowded he had looked for some
field where there was a more pressing need for the services of
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medical men. He had found this on a chance cruise with a
North sea fishing fleet, and not long after had sailed with a
great fleet of fishing smacks to the N ewfollndland banks, where
he was to begin his life's work. He dealt particularly with
those fleets that made the inlets of Labrador their rendezvous
for drying and salting fish. He told of the amazing ignorance,
squalor, and degradation, in which the natives of this region,
nearly all of British extraction, lived and worked ;of his rescue
work among the children left deserted on the beaches; of
operations performed in the open air without the assistance of
amesthetic or operating table; and of the enthusiasm and
readiness to help which students of Yale and Princeton
Universities showed in their summer vacations.

Sir Wilfrid is so obviously a man of action, that it seems
unfair to criticize his efforts in the lecture room; but his remarks
about the evils of alcoholism, in spite of their evident sincerity,
seemed somewhat irrelevant to the main theme of his lecture
and iIl~adapted to his audience.

HOUSE SHOOTING COMPETITION

(EMPIRE TEST)

The scores are given below with last year's averages for
comparison, both are out of a possible score of 120 :

Order.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

House.

O'Hanlon's
School House
Bensly's
Fox's
Ross'
Parry-Jones'
Elderton's

This year's
Average.

81.1
79.1
74-.4
72.5
72.2
69.3
63.3

Last year's
Average.

83
53
68
59.3
4-2
60
59.7

It can be seen from this that in every House, with the
exception of O'Hanlon's, where the average was exceedingly
high, the avenges have been raised ver~ appreciably. Of these
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the most noticeable are the School House and Ross', who
have improved by 26 and 30 points respectively. This change
in itself is a sufficient tribute to the un tiring work of n.S.M.
Brown, who has already made his influence felt in the School.

The Cup for Individual Shooting was won for Parry-Jones'
by Seale, with a score of 115, and the Pewter Mug of the
runner-up by \iVhite ma., for School House, after a re-shoot
against Morris and Bush.

The Cup for the House Pair (Country Life conditions) was
won by School House with a score of 195 out of a possible 200.
Mr. Bensly's House was second with a score of 183.

WIRELESS SOCIETY.

Last year there was a demand for a wireless society. The
result was a series of talks, with a few demonstrations, given
to a rapidly dwindling audience.

Again this winter a demand was made for a wireless society.
But now, owing to the generous gift of a parent, there is a large
supply of miscellaneous parts. The talks have been kept
decently in the background. The enthusiasts are able to put
together some apparatus and hope in time to learn something
of the why and wherefore.

SWIMMING SPORTS.

SUMMER, 1928.

Our predecessors left no account of the Swimming Sports;
but in answer to a letter printed in this number, complaining
of this omission, we have published the official record of events.
It may be of interest to note that (1) Rogers time for the 300
yards, (2) State's distance in the plunge, constitute School
Records.



SENIOR SWIMMING EVENTS.

Honle Relay 50 yds. 300 yds. Plunge High Dive Spring Running Total Place
Dive Dive

---------------- ------ -- --
School House A Rogers Rogers 15 35 10

--------------- --
School House B 0 6

------ ------------ ----- --
Parry-Jones' ... 1st Butterfield Butterfield Butterfield 50 120 10 10 10
------- ------- ---- -_._------- --_ .. - --
Bensly's Charles 5 5...

5
--' --------------- ----- ------ --
Fox's Stote Bateman 15 3.. , 10 5

--------------- ----- --
Elderton's ... 0 6

----------- --- ----
Ross' ... 0 6

---------------------- --
O'Hanlon's .. , 2nd Panton Godwin Godwin Godwin 35 210 10 5 5 5
---------------------- ---

TIME ... 3mins. 16 secs. 29 1/5 secs . 4 mins. 38 secs. 51ft. 8 ins.
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JUNIOR SWIMMING EVENTS.

House Relay 50 yds. 300 yds. High DIve Spring Running Total Place
Dive Dive

---------------- --
School House A Cooke 5 5

5
---~- ----_. ----- --

School House 13 0 7

---------- --- --
Parry-Jones' ... 1st Messer Messer Macaskill 50 1

20 10 10 10
---------------- ----- --
13ensly's Stewart 5 5... 5

--------------- -- -----
Fox's State State 15 3... 5 10

---------- --
Elderlon's 2nd 10 4... 10

--------------------- ----
Ross' Fegan Fegan Thurstan 20 2... 5 5 10
----------- ------- ------ --
O'llanlon's 0 7

------------------------- --
TIMJo: ... 5 mins. 39 secs. 30 secs. 4 mins. 44 secs.
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FOOTBALL.

[DECEMBER,

SCHOOL V. RADLEY.

Played at Sherborne on November 10th, in wet, windy
weather. The School were without Charles and Peters, for
whom Bellamy and Beattie were substituted. Tallent won the
toss and played towards the National Schools; From the start
the School forwards took play into the Radley twenty-five,
Paterson being prominent in the loose. After some pressure
Mermagen scored far out (3-niI).· Play continued to take place
in Radley territory, but the greasy ball and the good tackling of
the Radley centres prevented the School outsides from making
the most of the chances offered. However, a forward rush and
a qnick heel enabled Mennagen to score again far out (6-niI).
A dropped pass gave Radley a chance, but they were driven
back. Tallent gained ground with a free kick and the School
continued to exert strong pressure. The forwards were getting
constant possession in the loose scrums, and the handling of the
outsides was extraordinarily good considering the conditions.
"Vest cut through to give Godfray a try between the posts
(9-nil), and shortly after Tallent used the high punt with good
judgment for Ashdown to score (12-niI). Afterone cross-kick by
l\1ermagen had nearly produced a try, a second was more
successful; Bellamy being the forward to score the touch down
(IS-nil). Tallent cut through from outside the twenty-five
line and scored between the posts, Mermagen converting
(20-·nil). The School continued to press till half-time, the
whole side playing very well.

The School forwards started the second half with a good
rush, and following a loose heel Godfray was nearly through.
Haselden led the next rush and scored far out (23-niI).
Ashdown was prominent with a good run, and Radley got relief
with a free kick. The School returned to the attack, and a good
run and inside pass by Ashdown gave Godfray a try (26-nil).
From this point the Radley forwards improved, and a good rush
took play to our twenty-five. The Radley forwards continued
to press, but their outsides lacked finish and could not drive
home their attacks. Play became rather scrambling, but before
no-side Ashdown and Bellamy scored further tries for the
School to win by 32-nil.
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The chief features of the game were the exceedingly good
handling of the School three-quarters under the worst possible
conditions, the ball control of the forwards, who played their
best game of the seaSOll, and the pluck in defence shown by
the Radley XV; in attack they lacked pace and opportunities.

School-F. A. Simmonds; D. E. Ashdown, R. V. Godfray,
T. K. West. P. H. F. Mermagen; ]. A. Tallent, P. E. M. Shaw;
C. O. Haselden, A. W. Hopcraft, G. R. D. Boddy, R. H. Bel
lamy, P. R. T. Wright, R. S. Paterson, C. C. Hanrott, and R.
I. Beattie.

SCHOOL v. RICHMOND "A."

This match was· played on the Upper on Saturday, November
24th, and resulted in a win for Richmond by a placed goal and
four tries (17 points) to a placed goal and a dropped goal
(17-9).

A good kick by Tallent soon took play into the Richmond
twenty-five, but sluggish heeling by the forwards made it
difficult for Shaw to set the outsides going. Weak tackling
enabled Richmond to break through in the centre and start a
movement from which their left-wing three-quarter scored
(nil-3). Another good kick by TaIJent, followed soon after
wards by a good cut through, put the School on the offensive
again, and Alexander dropped a goal (4-3). The School were
soon attacking again, and Ferguson twice nearly scored, once
from a good dribble and the other time after good passing.
Soon afterwards a good cut through and punt ahead enabled
Godfray to score between the posts, for Tallent to convert
(9-3). A good cross-kick by TaIJent nearly led to another
score by the School, but before half-time Richmond scored
through their right-wing three-quarter (9-6).

Soon after half-time the School had to touch down. A good
run by Ashdown took play into the Richmond twenty-five, but
their forwards relieved. A movement started by their left-wing
three-quarter enabled a forward to score: this try was converted
(9-11). The Richmond forwards were now getting the ball
nearly every time, and the School were kept almost entirely
on the defensive. From a penalty kick to Richmond, Shaw
caught the ball: he delayed his pass to Alexander too long, and
the latter knocked on, a Richmond forward picking up and
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scoring (9-14). A good run by Ashdowri brought the School
temporary relief, but before the end Richmond scored again
through the right-wing three-quarter (9--17).

The School, though admittedly not at full strength, gave a
most disappointing display. The forwards were not together,
heeled badly and, in general, lacked life. Under the circum
stances Shaw had an unenviable task. The three-quarters
handled quite well, but were uncertain in defence, owing more
to incorrect marking than bad tackling. Perhaps the most
satisfactory feature of the game from the School's point of view
was Tallent's kicking.

SCHOOL V. DULWICH.

Played at Dulwich on December 1st, and won by three tries
to nil.

The School won the toss and played with a slight wind
behind them; the ground was soft but reasonably fast, and
there was a slight mist.

The game began with several scrums inside the School half.
From the third of these the Dulwich three-quarters got away.
Their right-centre broke through and the ball travelled out to
their left-wing. A dangerous movement was ended, however,
by three School outsides hurling him into touch five yards from
our line. Another such break through gave the fly-half a
chance, but he knocked on. The side had settled down better
than would appear, and these two incidents were chiefly due to
the strangeness of the ground and the method of early passing
by the Dulwich fly-half: on both occasions, as was to be the
case throughout the game, the backing up of the School was
excellent.

For the next quarter of an hour play was scrappy with no
advantage to either side, but with Tallent kicking well to touch.
Dulwich were given a free kick for off-side against Bellamy,
who had followed up just too well and fast. The kick failed
and play went to the Dulwich half. After twenty minutes the
School were given a free kick for off-side. Tallent kicked three
yards over the heads of the Dulwich row opposite: he broke
through them, caught the ball and passed to West. The latter
passed to Bellamy, who was well up, and passed to Mermagen,
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who passed in again for BelIamy to dive over in the corner.
This was a good try, and for the rest of the first half the School
were rarely out of the Dulwich twenty-five. 'vVe could not
score, however: passing movements just failed because of quick
marking, forward rushes were stopped, and TalIent missed a
drop at goal by two feet. The moment for this drop was well
chosen and deserved success.

Half-time came with only a try in our favour. We had been
well on top, and the fact that we did not score was dne to
admirable marking by Dulwich, helped by the tendency of the
outsides to be too far up, which in turn was due to nervousness
resulting from the poor heeling of the forwards.

For the first quarter of an hour of the second half, we were
rarely out of their twenty-five and chiefly on their line. Ill-luck
only prevented a score by the forwards from a scrum. But the
ball still did not come out fast enough. Play returned to the half
way line, and from a scrum on the left, the ball went out well
to Tallent. He sold a dummy and made for the right corner
flag, eventually slipping the back and scoring far out. With
six points against them Dulwich rallied and looked twice like
scoring. The forwards were tiring, but good kicking by Tallent
and two opporlune stoppages, when the Dulwich full-back lost
his wind and lheir left wing his shorts, helped to rest the side.
\Vith a minute to go 'vVest dribbled through, kicked ahead, and
picking up a mis-kick by their scrum-half scored far out just
before the final whistle.

An excellent victory. Dulwich were undoubtedly a good side
but nowhere superior to the School. At half we held a distinct
advantage: Tallent was more than' a match for their fly-half:
Shaw, helped by quick breaking by the wing-forwards, was too
good for Chand. At three-quarter we always had the legs of
our opponents. The forwards played better as a pack than they
have done at all, and were specially good in loose scrums and
the line-outs. The fact that it was impossible to pick out any
one individual, except Simmonds at full-back, showed that the
side was playing at the top of its form. Simmonds, as befitting
a back on such a side, never missed a tackle or a kick to touch, and
was coolness personified. Our kicking throughout ,yas excellent.
There were points to criticize, such as the slo,,' heeling of the
forwards and their high tackling, or the occasional poor handling
of the outsides, but such criticism would be rather from an
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absolute standard, because of the excellence of the rest of the
play.

School-F. A. Simmonds; D. E. Ashdown, R. V. Godfray,
T. K. \Vest, P. H. F. Mermagen; ]. A. TalIent, P. E. M. Shaw;
C. O. Haselden, A. \V. Hopcraft, G. R. D. Boddy, R. S. Pater
son, R. H. Bellamy, P. R. T. Wright, R. 1. Beattie and C. C.
Hanrott.

SCHOOL V. DOWNSIDE.

This match was played at Sherborne on December 8th, and
won by five goals and a try to a try.

The morning had been frosty and the thaw left the ground a
trifle damp. This, combined with the nip in the air, accounted
for some poor handling by the backs. The School won the toss
and played towards the Abbey with a bright sun behind them.
The side seemed to settle down quickly, and after a break
through by Tallent a try was scored near the centre by
Alexander. This was a good piece of work by Tallent, who
passed just at the right moment. .But the side had not really
got going, and the forwards rarely, if ever, got the ball in the
set scrums. In the loose scrums they were good, but Shaw on
several occasions misjudged the pace of the heel. Besides
this the handling was poor, Tallent's passing being frequently
faulty. There was no further score till West put Mermagen in
on the right. Mermagen converted both goals, and the School
led lO-nil at half-time.

So far the play had lacked polish, and things just would not
go right. A good cross-kick by Mermagen bounced poorly for
the forwards, and three-quarter movements had not the necessary
thrust, Alexander being too laboured in his running and passing.

After half-time the side played better. The heeling improved,
as also did the handling. \Vest kicked ahead perfectly, and he
and lVIermagen followed up. The latter gathered and passed to
West, who scored. Mermagen converted (IS-nil). Five
minutes later Mermagen scored on the wing and in doing so
was concussed, and had to leave the field. Tallent converted
(20-nil). From this moment for a quarter or an hour the
forwards were magnificent. From a loose kick by Paterson
several were up, and Beattie scored. Tallent converted
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(25-niI). The lcicking of the forwards at this period was very
good, Haselden, Beattie and Hopcraft all doing good work.
Though Downside were forced to touch down, it was some time
before Tallent scored the last try by a clever cut-through.
Downside followed this by a good try on the left, though the
School defence was disorganized by the loss of Mermagen.
Score, 28-3.

The game was a patchy one with the School at times below
form and at times quite good: Ashdown on the left never got
a real chance to show his pace and Alexander was slow and
inclined to watch his opposite number when passing. Simmonds
at full back was rather off-colour and in the first half was
several times at fault. The forwards' heeling in the set scrums
was very poor, though they improved towards the end. Their
loose work was good. Their tackling was still weak and they
are still too much inclined to clumsiness.

School-F. A. Simmonds; P. H. F. Mermagen, T: K.West,
D. H. D. Alexander, D. E. Ashdown; ]. A. TalIent, P. E. M.
Shaw; C. O. Haselden, A. W. Hopcraft, G. R. D. Boddy,
R. S. Paterson, P. R. T.\lVright, C. C. Hanrott, R. H. Bellamy,
R. r. Beattie.

3RD XV.

The 3rd XV played four matches, resulting in two victories
and two defeats. The victories were gained over Brulon 2nd
XV and Taunton Y.M.C.A. (at home), while the side was
defeated by Canford 2nd XV and Taunton Y.M.C.A. (away),
in each case by a narrow margin.

The forwards were well led by Cunningham and were usually
well together. The work in the set scrums was very fair, but
the best feature was usually the heelng from loose scrums,
which was generally quick and clean. In the loose the
dribbling was quite good, but the rushes were often spoilt by
failure to tackle the man at the end. The backing-up of the
forwards was quite good on the whole, but there were not
sufficient men back to help in the defence--a Illost important
part of a forward's job.

The back division tackled excellently in every match, and
the defence was usually ,'ery sound. In attack, the chief
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weakness lay in failure to press home attacks in their opponents
twenty.five. There was often much good passing in mid-field,
but it often broke down when near their line. Boome, Pinckney
and Warren could all have used the cut-through more often
with advantage, while they were all inclined to pass when half
through the opposing defence instead of completing the cut
through first. There was also a tendency to bunch too closely
which spoilt many movements and made the work of the
opposing defence easier.

The team, as a whole, worked well together, with the defence
rather stronger than the attack: with a little more "punch" in
the centre, they would probably have won all their matches.

COLTS.

Although, three out of four matches were won, the Colts
were rather a disappointing side, and did not fulfil their early
promise. Bruton Colts were beaten in a game which can have
given pleasure to neither side, and \Veymouth Colts were
beaten away by 18 points to nil. Downside Colts were beaten
at Downside by two goals (one penalty) to a goal, but the
return match was lost. The side never found its proper form,
and, although scoring first, presented its opponents with two
tries, and then lost control of the game. Downside scored a
third time, and though the forwards made a good effort towards
the end of the game and scored, the rally came too late, the
side losing a match which it did not deserve to win, by 13
points to 6.

The forwards, though big and willing, were clumsy, and,
with the exception of Logan and Bowman, very slow to break
and back up. All must learn to dribble and to tackle if they
wish to go further in School football. Throughout the season
they suffered from the lack of an inspiring leader. The out·
sides had their good points and their bad ones. Lyell ran
across too much and his defence was unsound. Dick showed
real promise, but had his off days and must learn to be quicker
off the mark. Moyle, though dangerous near the line, and the
soundest in defence, was inclined to do the obvious and must
learn a dummy and acquire a swerve: the wings were adequate
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with Addison the faster, Smyly mi. the more determined.
Lang at scrum-half was plucky, but slow.

JUNIORS.
First Round:

O'Hanlon's beat Fox's 15 (3 goals)-O.
Parry-Jones' beat Bensly's 12 (4 tries)-5 (1 goal).

Second Round:
Ross' beat O'Hanlon's 11 (1 goal, 2 tries)-5 (l goal).
Parry-Jones' beat Elderton's 24 (3 goals, 3 tries)-O.

Challenge Round:
Fox's beat Bensly's 16 (2 goals, 2 tries)-3 (l try).

Third Round:
Ross' beat Parry-Jones' 3 (1 try)- O.

Challenge Round:
O'Hanlon's beat Elderton's 6 (2 tries)-O.

Additional Challenge Rou1ld :
Parry-Jones' beat O'Hanlon's 13 (2 goals, 1 try)-O.
Elderton's beat Bensly's 8 (1 goal, 1 penalty goal)-6

(2 tries).
Third Round. This was played on the Lower in very bad

conditions, a strong wind blowing down the field, whilst it
rained throughout. Ross' won the toss and played down the
hill. Their forwards, from the start, played extremely well,
especially in the loose and it was only through the inability of
their outsides to make use of the wind that prevented them
from crossing more than once before half-time.

In the second half, Parry-Jones' made determined efforts, but
Ross' forwards relieved with several splendid rushes and no
further score resulted.

Two COCK.

Played on the Lower on December 6th.
The game began in the worst possible conditions, with rain

and a strongish breeze diagonally down the ground.
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The House lost the toss and had to play against the wind.
They soon attacked, however, and almost at once looked like
scoring. A free kick led to a fruitless, but good attempt at goal.

After this followed a period of fairly even play with the House
forwards getting possession again and again, but heeling rather
too often prohably, considering the state of the ball. After a
quarter of an hour Bowman appeared to score for the School
from a good rush, but was offside, and a free kick relieved.

Then Dick, who played a very sound game in difficult
conditions, cut through and passed to Williams, who failed to
gather an awkward pass. This was destined to be the last
real scoring chance that the House had. Half-time found the
score 0-0.

By this time the rain had nearly ceased, ani the wind was
very much less, so the School had nothing like the conditions
that the House had had to play against. In this they were
lucky, but there was no doubt that their forwards played a
magnificent game in this half. The House, after their hard
first half, were a bit tired, and, despite some good kicks by Dick,
they could not get on the attack.

The tragedy of this match from the House point of view came
after about a quarter of an hour. Dick picked up brilliantly at
at the feet of some School forwards near the line, but instead
of kicking he tried to pass out. The pass went astray, and in
the ensuing scramble someone scored a try.

From this time onwards the School were always winners,
and the House did not, in the circumstances, keep the ball in
play efficiently. A good chance came with a free kick, but was
wasted by an ill·judged and all but impossible kick at goal.
No further score followed, and the House lost a very good game
by 3-0, but they lost nothing of their reputation for the kind
of play that makes the game worth while.

Of the forwards Henderson deserves special mention, while
Moberly frequently turned up at the right moment. The half
backs did well in very tryiug circlllIJstances and H utchinson at
full-hack did splendidly.

The School pack played admirably with Bowman outstanding.
Their backs made very few mistakes and the whole side
played relentlessly hard from start to finish. Althoughperbaps
a little fortunate in winning the toss, they just about deserved
to win on their display in the second half.
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November is the month of gloom, despair and many suicides;
its essential characteristic is its restlessness. It is called by the
Red Indians the Mad Moon, for in it all the beasts seem to go
crazy, and perhaps it is some subtle influence from the country
side that creeps into the School, to produce a heavy crop of
those quaint phenomena known as "Ginger Weeks" and
" bottlings."

In the Courts the uneasy shift and rustle of the leaves never
ceases, little damp draughts of wind come round unexpected
corners and swoop playfully at the back of one's neck, and the
rain pours down unceasingly. It is a time of depression, the
results of half term reports are known, the holidays are far
ahead. I t was in such conditions that we began to think of
our present number.

Our ideal was to produce something that would have the
advertised effect of Kruschen salts, or patent cereal foods, upon
Shirburnians, sunk in misery and iron. It was suggested that
a new cover would do much" to cheer though not inebriate."
But it was feared that blue and gold, with a coloured reproduc
tion of the Sanctuary \i\Tindow, would be altogether too much
for the minds of Shirburnians, weakened by the strain of a long
term, and we relapsed to our present demure binding, reminis
cent of faded brown paper.

Yet within these covers something might still be done. Let
us take lessons from God's. Own Country, and foilow the
example of Carpenteria Calif. The compliments of local
tradesmen would do much to cheer our dull depression.
"WHAT FROM OTT?" says El Batidor," UORE FROM WARR,"

we would reply.
But alas this may not be; we are hedged with the divinity

that surrounds an official, and borne down by the weight of 1,223
years of office. \Ve dare not raise the avenging ghost of King
Ine from his last resting place. Further suggestions crowd in
upon us demanding the reorganization of our paper. They
are-

A Tots Comer, supplying full a(l\·ice to fags how fagging
may be avoided, how to turn the Deaf Ear, and assume the
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look· of Guileless Innocence, with special notes on the latest
craze.

A Fashioll Page for the "bloods," where new types and
colours of Sock and Garter, Shirt and Waistcoat, are elegantly
and intimately discussed, with the latest references of pale
flailllel bags that have passed unremarked by the most zealous
of House Masters.

A Financial Column, with quotations of the last sales in
the fruit and confectionery Mart, viz:-

Doughnuts-steady to-day at Id.
Eggs- excited at 3id., this market is unsteady.

(the public are advised not to invest).
Cho-Hones-a temporary slump over the week-end.
Apples- uninteresting at 2d., "but we'll let you

have this one for Iid. because it's you."
Etc.

Such a widening of interests would be only too excellent, but
it requires an extension of the Editorial body; the present
overworked staff can do no more. All applications for the posts
of Financial, Advertising, or Sartorial Expert should be made
at once. The box at Withey Grove will close at 10 p.m. on
Wednesday. N.B.-Any"Tiny Tot" applying for the post of
correspondent should add a signed certificate from his House
Captain with his age on September I st.

Until such assistance arrives, we can do but little. Our duty
is to produce a readable magazine, our material the dry chronicle
of school events, football matches and the like. One reads that
the duty of a historian is to breathe new life into the dry bones
of historical fact, to recreate personalities and atmosphere by
apposite descriptive touches. But how can School Editors do
this? They are neither writing history, nor editing news sheets.
Th~y may not describe the roar of a well drilled form as the
favQurite joke comes out for the hundredth time; the scene in
the Royal Box, when a pass is dropped or a forward kicks the
balf clumsily too far ahead; the poetic diction of enthusiastic
coaches in exhortation to their teams. While upon controversial
subjects they must speak with the cold formality of an official
announcement. The fine flow of magnificent invective and
denunciation, which boils up in their bosoms, has to be checked,
and fades away at last, unseen, unknown and unappreciated.
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POEMS.

[Printed in the order of merit. The prize was shared between the
authors of the first two poems.]

In the palaces of heaven
Gods lolled at ease,

Smiling, laughing softly as
The morning breeze,

Sipping wine a thousand ages stored
Damnably bored.

In the hovels of the earth
Men toiled and died

Cursing; but some, coming home
At eventide,

Looked at the stars gleaming overhead
Interested.

IN A SCHOOL CHAPEL.

HI

The time is passing, and the years bereave
This place of many, who with fervent prayer,
Have worshipped here and begged release from care,

And prayed for strength to conquer and achieve.
They come, and pass away, and passing leave

A subtle memory lingering in the air,
As though their very character were there,

An influence for others to receive.
E'en so the river waters, rolling on,

Driven blindly by a longing to be free,
Are here one minute and the next are gone

O'er the horizon, where their wish shall be
Fulfilled, and they shall find themselves anon

Lost and forgotten in the open sea.
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COSMOS.
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The Courts are empty, and the classrooms dark
The School has vanished. Masters, boys have gone
Back to the warm delightful joys of food.
Afar the clink of plates and hum of talk
Is barely audible. The Abbey bells,
Whose burden long has held the waiting air
Have ceased. In darkness silence holds its sway.
The slow influence of the night descends,
And wraps the buildings in its velvet cloak
Long shadows stretch across the moonlit grass,
And tawny gravel. In the midst of Life,
Which swarms around it, here is set a patch
Of quiet desolation, to whose like
The grim uncanny weirdness of a moor
At midnight cannot be compared with truth.
The scene grows dim, the darkling earth grows small.
The ceaseless bustle of a busy life
No longer holds me fast in platitudes.
And then there comes a hungry yawning ache
For satisfaction more than earthly food.
The savour of a feast immortal fills
My being with supreme delight. I long
To gasp, and swallow down the Milky \Vay,
The cool smooth softness of the purple night,
The glowing silver of the nebulre,
And feel the icy warmth of planet worlds,
Slip slowly down my gullet one by one.
'Tis done !I am alone in Outer Space,
Nothing beside remains. The universe,
Of which I was a part, enveloped,
Continues but as part of what is me.
Supreme in Life, alone of living things·
I stand, filled with the sway of centuries.
Time has vanished, Present, Past and Future
Become as one, the mere reflected forms,
Seen in opposing mirrors, of One Form,
Myself, in whom combine both Space and Time.
The radiation of a universe
Alive, or long since dead, or not yet born
Has joined at last the poles of great and small.
Immeasurable Space, indifferent, .
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Reveals the vastness of the very small,
The microscopic size of very great,
The closeness of a star-filled universe,
The wide unventured empty spaces,
That di vide electrons from their proton.
Am I myself? Or is my part myself ?
Or am I unending reproduction?
A being of relative form and shape
Sliding, unceasing, through the corridor
Of infinite Space and Time eternal,
Atom within Atom, vVorld without World.

* * * *
The clock strikes out the Quarter. Time once more!
I am no longer, one complex complete,
But one of many, fearing the darkness
Fighting, and striving yet, to win my Bread.

I crept affrighted from my mother's womb,
Stole from others a little of their daily bread,

Then slipping, weary, in an empty tomb,
Laid me down dead.

PACK MONDAY FAIR.

Pack Monday Fair once more has taken place,
Now heralded by gypsies, selling lace
And other remnants of the year before
And many years before that at your door.
On Sunday night a noise to wake the dead
Is made by roughs with tin-cans, who, 'tis said,
Are following the old tradition, made
By Teddy Roe, who, when the church was made,
Paraded through the streets, righ t at the head
Of all his men; they raised all souls from bed
By banging all tools together. Nowadays
A fair is held which lasts for several days.
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Up in the fair-field, roundabouts and swings
And whirligigs and other such-like things
Appeal to all the people (Masters too,
They say, do visit it: for boys-taboo!
Though some adventurous spirits, every year,
To climb down from the study window dare,
And take a look round, have a bit of fun,
And talk about it when it is all done).
The cheap-jack, hurling forth the price of wares
Which he has sold at many hundred fairs,
Can always draw the crowd with jokes and bits
Of quite appropriate witticism. It's
A pity some election candidates
Don't take a lesson from those at the gates
Of our fair-field, for only they do know
Just how to make a man a friend from foe.
The town is full of farmers, girls and drunks,
Men selling curtains, razors, hats and trunks.
And oft, amid the madding crowd, a white
Straw hat you'll see. Perhaps the owner might
Be looking for a bargain for the study;
They all enjoy the day, however muddy.

Great clouds are rushing up above,
Swirling in masses round the moon,

Dark shadows chase each other in the valley,
Over church towers, woodland hills.

Out from the tower wild bells peel forth
Flying out to join the storm,

Roaring with the clouds above the roofs
In wild and joyous song.

Down in the hollow beasts are huddled,
Gazing mournfully at the moon,

Lowing, bleating, at the storm,
Mystified at Nature's soul.
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We were staying at the Hall with ]im RutIedge, and that
evening, sitting round the fire-his was a bachelor's establish
ment-we had begun to talk, to talk of everything under the
sun, both personal and general. By degrees we had drifted
round to superstition. Most of us had ended up by saying that
very few people were superstitious nowadays, when our host
said" I can tell you a story which will show you that, even III

this age of reason, men can be murderously superstitious, if
there is enough ignorance to back it up."

" When we were out shooting this afternoon, I showed you
a field the other side of the copse called Evil Mead. Beyond
that field runs Evil Lane. All the land this side of the lane
belongs to me, but the other side is more split up. There is a
farm at the top of the hill, and the Salmon Inn is at the bottom.
Half way down the hill is a cottage with a few acres of land
attached, which has recently come into the hands of a Miss
Smith.

" It was left to her in a will, and she accepted it, not because
she liked it, but because the boarding house trade, in which she
was engaged, was going through one of its periodical slumps.
The barbarians among whom she was to live and the uncouth
life she was now compelled to lead-no water laid on, etc.
formed a continual source of complaint with her, till she be
came known as the' Holy Terror.' Through this, and being a
new arrival, she became the core of every conversation in the
district, the vicar's wife and the schoolmasters, local dignitaries,
going completely out of fashion.

"Her first attack on us, by which, so she herself said, 'she
was driving the first nail into the road of progress,' was her
change of address. She lived in Evil Lane. But how uncouth
and savage. She was no longer to be addressed as Miss Smith,
Evil Lane, but Miss Smith, Beaver Lane. A farm five miles
away was called Beaver Farm.

"By degrees, however, this good lady was, I suppose, over
come by the strength of her environments. At any rate a
rumour got around that ~I iss Smith had seen the devil riding
up Evil Lane. It uiu not reach me till after the event of which
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it was the cause, but then I am a bit of a hermit up here. The
rumour, once started, reached magnificent proportions. Told
by Miss Smith herself, across the imposing presence of her
silver tea pot, the story was soon doing the rounds of the
Village. And be sure it lost nothing in the telling, so that after
it had been through the hands of our wits and our weather
prophets, the finished product bore very little resemblance to
the original. The story of how Miss Smith had seen, one
morning early, riding on a black horse, a strange man, whom
she had taken for the devil, soon lost all proportion. The
horse grew, the man glowed with a ghastly fire, the sky
thundered, till, in the final version, all Hell had been let loose,
and was pouring up Evil Lane. And this was believed, and
lovers ceased to loiter in its shade.

"So much I discovered. This is mere surmise. Every
village has its great souls, just as every nation has it great men.
Our village must have held some hardy spirit who was so
filled with zeal for Holy Church, and the awfulness of Miss
Smith's adventure, that he risked his life in a single handed
attempt to stop the devil's progress. Be this true or no, murder
was committed.

"One morning, as I was waiting for my man, Guppy, who
lives up the lane, to arrive, I saw him running at top speed
across Evill\Iead. Fear of being late had never made him run
before, so I walked towards him to see what was up.

" , Maaster, maaster,' he roared, 'thur be summatt turrible up
the lane.'

"By degrees I discovered that someone had met with an
accident and was lying in the lane, so I told him to run to the
house and send for a doctor and then follow me up the lane.
I rushed on and there, sure enough, was a body, lying at the
side of the way, No blood, but I soon saw that his neck was
broken. I turned him over. It was a man I knew, a farmer
called Green from Esbury way. He had some idea that unless
someone rode up Evil Lane every day, the right of way would
be lost. So he used to ride this way most mornings.

" But wby the accident, why had he fallen from his horse?
I have sometimes followed hounds on foot, and I always
noticed in him the hardest and straightest rider of the field, and
the safest. \Ve discovered the answer that evening, when his
horse was found, half a mile away, with a gaping wound in his
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near shoulder. The wound had been made with duckshot.
Someone must have been hiding in the hedge, and shot at
Green as he rode by and the horse must have reared up an'd
thrown him. In the light of what we now know about the
appearances of the Devil, it was probably some devil hunter,
though why duckshot, I cannot think.

That is all ; no one was ever found guilty of the deed. But
now there is some excuse for its unfortuIl'3,te name. Evil Lane
it is and will remain so, though its earliest beginning was
harmless enough. Evil Lane, of course, is a corruption of
Yeovil Lane."

A POINTLESS TRAGEDY.

A man strode down the empty street. A long row of parallel
street-lights stretched on ahead till they met the dark-blue sky.
If you bent your head back you could see stars placed at random
by the hand of a lunatic playing with children's bricks. As he
strode on he passed window after window, varying only in the
pattern of their blinds, inside which voices could be heard which
did not vary at all. H is own step smote on the paving-stones
with the unfailing regularity of a machine. Lamp after lamp
dazzled him, shone down on his head and cast a lengthening
and fading shadow before him. Some,xhere on his right he
heard the plaintive cry of cats fighting on the roof-tops...•.

That was the only symbol of life that he could perceive.
That too seemed scarcely animate. It was more like the
squeaking of a machine that needed oiling. That was it, a
machine. The whole universe seemed a machine; a gigantic
pump raising the pressure on mankind till it became unendurable.
He could feel the force all his eardrnms rising at every step.
He looked to be crnshed to pulp at any instant, the yellow pulp
of cider apples that is sold for cattle-fodder. Any yard, any
second, the consummation and end of it all might come.
Destiny was no less real, no less sinister for being veiled.
That dark figure in the shadow ..... what was it? Death
perhaps, or a symbol of it. \ Vhat had to be, bad to. be. His
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own relentless feet brought him nearer and nearer. A dozen
paces to that symbolic figure ••. eleven, ten, nine •.••. the
Gods above jeeringly recited the figures .... eight, seven, six,
five •••. the shades of the dead took up the chant •..•
four, three, two. one. . . .

He tripped, fell, and broke his neck on the kerb. A careless
workman had left a ladder across the pavement. A few hours
later a drunken passer-by also stumbled over it, and lay snoring
tipsily upon his impassive corpse.

BOOK REVIEWS.

[Editorial Note.-We are here making an experiment, which we hope will
prove a success of choosing out a few books, which have been well
received by the general public, for particular review for the School.
The reviews are written by members of the School, and it is hoped that
this practice will be continued by future Editors. Correspondence on
this subject is invited.]

RIGHT OFF THE MAP

(by C. E. Montague; 7/6, Chatto and Windus).

Right Off The Map is both a satire and a tragedy-chiefly
a tragedy. The satire is apparently on Government and Press
in peace and war, and is not particularly convincing. But the
tragedy is excellent. Roughly speaking, it is a tragedy of a
weak man buffeted by merciless fate. Ria is a small Anglo
Saxon South American Republic which declares war on
another similiar Republic-Porto. The tragedy is that
Burnage, editor of the principal newspaper in Ria, has at two
crucial moments the supreme deciding power in Ria, and
each time makes a decision which he kno'ws is a wrong one.
First, he precipitates the war against his better judgement,
secondly, he sues for peace when a relief force was approaching.

. Finally, in the last act of the tragedy, he condemns his best
friend to death, thinking there was no hope of saving him,

.whereas in reality he could have got him off. .
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In order to increase the atmosphere of fatality all the other
characters, save Burnage, are deliberately made unlifelike, and,
to the reader, quite inexplicable. It is a strange book, a
puzzling book; and the final impression it leaves on the mind
is that it is a brilliant attempt to be a great book.

DEATH COMES TO THE ARCHBISHOP

(by Willa Cather; 7/6, Heinemann).

Roman Catholic devotion is always inclined to be extreme.
But the virtue and wickedness of some of these Southern priests
strikes one as superlative, even allowing for the fact that the
English are accustomed to rather a mediocre clergy. The plot
forms only a minor part of the book, the main efforts being
directed on descriptions of the scenery of New Mexico, and the
simple mentality of its inhabitants.

RASPUTIN

(by R. Fulop-MiIler; 21/-, Putnam).

Herr Fulop Miller was certainly bold to undertake the
biography of Rasputin. And although his book is the fullest
account until now, surely to give it such a title as " The Holy
Devil" is rather a breach of taste. The author has failed to
solve the question of Rasputin's personality, and an atmosphere
of cheap sensationalism pervades the whole book.

MR. BLETTSWORTHY ON RAMPOLE ISLAND

(by H. G. Wells; 7/6, Benn Bros.).

Many critics have hailed Mr. Blettsworthy Olt Rampole
Island as a return by Mr. \Vells to his old style. Than this
nothing could give a more false impression. Mr. \Vells, as we
used to know him, was essentially the convincing teller of
fantastic tales which were generally founded on some scientific
fact. His was the art of presenting absurd scenes or absurd
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characters in such a way that we were forced to believe in them.
And if he introduced a little philosophy it was in such an
unobstrusive way that we were unaware of it. But Mr.
Blettsworthy all Rampole Island is openly both a satire and a
philosophy. After a great deal of preliminary work to convince
us that Mr. Blettsworthy is a reality, he is transferred to an
island of savages which, as we learn later, is but the figment of
Mr. Blettsworthy's imagination, he being meanwhile in a state
of madness. The savages and their deeds, of course, are a satire
on the modern world; and Mr. Blettsworthy longs to escape
from their brutalities and stupidities to the world as he left it:
This he does by becoming sane, but the world is no longer the
stable world that he had idealised on Rampole Island, but a
world engaged in the Great vVar. Mr. Blettsworthy joins up
and experiences the full horrors of war. Later there is peace,
and philosophy. But exactly what that philosophy is we should
not like to say.

The book is an exceedingly clever book, but hardly one that
will be read twenty years' hence.

MONTROSE

(by T. Buchan; Nelson 21/-).

Although an undisguised admirer of Montrose, Mr. Buchan
does not spoil his biography by too blatant hero-worship. But
the impression one is apt to receive of his opponents is one
of such incredible lack of humour, as to seem rather prejudiced
in his favour. Nevertheless, this book is well written and shews
a pleasant depth of detail: and fortunately the reader is helped
out in matters of topography by frequent plans~

THE LURE OF BIRD WATCHING

(E. W. Hendy; 7/6, Jonathan Cape).

The charm of this book lies mainly in the freshness of its
fads, evidently gleaned from observation: and on this account
there is likely to be something new, even to the experienced
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bird watcher. Moreover, a pleasant style keeps the reader
interested even when the material is not quite convincing.

ACTION AND OTHER STORIES

(by C. E. Montague; 7/6. Chatto and Windus).

This is a book of stories, collected from the works of
C. E. Montague. Not one is unworthy of him. Of these,
Action itself is perhaps the best: it tells of a man who climbs
the mountains to 'give himself the chance of dying.' The
descriptions of the mountains and the climbers' joys are perfect:
at times it holds one almost breathless.

Of the other storips, there is a humorous touch in A Pretty
Little Property, satire in The Great Sculling Match: The
Cock and Bull Story and Sleep Gentle Sleep are war stories.
The book throughout is free of any sentimentality.

PROSE OF TO-DAY

(3/6 Longmans).

After the success of Poems of To-day, Prose of To-day,
produced by the same management, is somewhat disappointing.
Though some of the selections are good, the whole volume of
190 small pages can hardly be said to give a fair impression of
contemporary prose. Moreover, the works of some authors
have been mishandled, and we feel that several of the extracts
are ill chosen, though this no doubt is a matter of individual
taste. It is a lamentable fact that se\'eral of the most well
known authors have refused to contribute.

1lY NATIVE LAND

(by Augustin Edwards; 28/-, Benn Bros.).

No one could be better suited than Augustin Edwards to
write a book on Chile. Every page is filled with a native
pric!~ in his couutry. He openS it out from north to south,
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revealing its life by amusing anecdotes, local history and
description of the countryside. His book reveals an unexpected
gap in the knowledge of the ordinary Englishman, who knows
almost nothing about this country that has been developed so
much by the assistance of British capital.

CORRESPO N DENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirburnian do not hold themselves responsihle for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shit"hurnian.

Dear Sir,
May I ask who is responsible for the disorderly state of the medal.

collection in. the Library? It has been suggested that the Library is
hardly a fit place for such a collection. This idea seems to be borne out
when the disgraceful state in which the medals are kept is considered.

Again, could not the "rank, name and unit" of the recipient be added
to the information abollt each medal already provided.

\Vhile on this subject may I suggest that the miscellaneous assortment
of war relics carelessly scattered in the cases outside the Art School,
should be tidied up.

IC the civilian authorities cannot preserve these medals and souvenirs,
why not hand them over to the O.T.C., surely the Armoury Staff could

. find some better means of displaying them.

Yours,

O. G. W. WHITE.

Sir,
Circumstances force me to spend a considerable amount of my time

in one of our most beautiful buildings, the Library, where the presence
of some eight dirty-looking bllstS detracts greatly from the value of my
work. If the authorities cannot see their way to removing these eyesores,
could they not at least take steps to get them washed?

Yours disgustedly,

"CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS."
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Yours in astonishment,

Sir,
The Editors of the Shirb<lntian are, I understand, anxious to obtain

more correspondence for their pages, and perhaps it was in pursuance of
this policy that the writer of the last editorial wrote these words, "What
does it matter what the Government does, so long as it is a Conservative
Government?" He realised that there were in the School a few
supporters of His Majesty's Opposition, and was therefore only doing it
"to annoy, because he know it teases." As is usual the writer had an
object in teasing. He hoped for, and hereby gets, a letter.

I suggest that it is time that the tradition, by which members of a
Public School must be Conservatives, should die. Let those who are
not interested in politics either observe strict neutrality or divide them
selves as those not interested in any particnlar University divide them
selves into snpporters of Oxford and Cambridge. The minority that takes
an interest in politics should belong to no party, or to that whose
"programme" most appeals to them: then, I hope, there will be some
Liberals and Socialists, and the Conservatives will at least not agree to
the cynicism expressed in the editorial.

Yours faithfully,

LIB.: LAB.

Sir,
Not once, but twice, have I read your November issue from title-page

to colophon: first I missed the expected account of the Swimming Sports
that used always to be held in the summer; and a second reading assured
me that I had not overlooked some such note as "Owing to the lack of
space we were unfortunately prevented ...."

'What is the Old School (or the Old Magazine) coming to? \Vere
there no Swimming Sports at Sherborne last July? I think that unlikely;
but as, like many of your regular readers. I depend almost entirely upon
your pages for the little School news that ever reaches me, I feel aggrieved
that you should have failed to tell me that these sports were not held. If
they were not.

I do want to know-please tell me.
A,yupo(; vourorpicpfj(;.

Sir,
I write in answer to "Mr. X's" letter on The King's English, which

you printed in your last number. \Vhy this narrow-minded sophistry?
Has not every Englishman the right of free speech? It is with paralysing
horror that we read this mid-Victorian epistle. Time is money, as the
proverb runs; are we therefore to waste our precious moments iu pedantic
discourse? Let this craving for accurate speech and scholarly diction be
confined to the classroom and the essay, where it is more appropriate.
"P71vfvaYUJ'."

"Q."
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Dear Sir,
The presentations of School Colours are duly recorded in your pages,

why then have promotions in the School O.T.C. ceased to be reponed?
Could this defect be remedied?

Yours hopefully,

"CERT. 'A' AT LAST."

Dear Sir,
Could we not revert to the original custom of holding House Suppers

on Monday evening?
The present habit of gormandising on Saturday evening must give

to some a false impression of the end of term, and accentuates the
inevitable dreariness of Sunday and Monday.

Yours, etc.,

NOT WISELY BUT TOO WELL.

Dear Sir,
The other day I saw two members of the school, on a perfectly fine

day, strolling across the courts with hats tilted to an impossible angle, and
umbrellas furled. One of these is in IV.B, and the other in V.A, but
both are nonentities. This fashion of carrying umbrellas was started
some years ago by members of the super-smart set as being useful to keep
one dry, but the use of an umbrella on a windy day is like an ostrich
burying its head in the sand.

I hope this will come to the notice of authorities, and the carrying of
umbrellas will be made a privilege.

I am,
Yours,

PRO BONO PUBLICO.

Dear Sir,
The time has long been ripe for a protestation at the indiscretion of the

lesser creation.
1 am referring, of course, to the spasmodic disfiguration of our build

ings by certain feathered fowl, who are making a practice of plying their
trade in places nnfit for it.

If the buildings are to be white-washed, could not some quicker and
more efficient method be employed?

I remain,
Yours truly,

ORNITHOLOGIST.
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Dear Sir,
A recent book is entitled the" Lure of Bird \Vatching;" and without a

doubt the habits of our feathered friends do make a fascinating study.
But to youthful eyes, straining as they ever must be in eager pursuit of
the beautiful, a material, ariel and unsightly reminder of certain of those
habits cannot but come as a severe shock. All those who pass each
morning through the main gate must, by now, be familiar with the horrid
disfigurement of the windows half-way up the eutrance tower-a disfigure
ment such as even the shortest-sighted scholar could hardly mistake for
an attempt to add to the already adequate armorial blazonings of the
building. A sorry joke this, and a dirty!

Yours in search of a ladder and a bucket of water,

BERET.

Dear Sir,
It was some years ago that I wrote attracting your attention to the

ugly Iron Gas Pipe sticking out from the cloisters near the entrance to the
lobby. Finding that my letter had no effect upon the Ears of Authority, I
made personal efforts to remove this Hideous Relic of a Past Age, but they
proved unsuccessful. In despair I write once more, hoping I shall receive
your official sympathy and support.

[You have it. ED.]

Yours,

AESTHETE.

Sir,
Sherborne is presumably a school which prides itself in keeping abreast

with the times. In certain small matters, however, it is still steeped in
the atmosphere of the middle ages. It is incredible to think that in all
the school buildiugs there is not a single place where a boy can wash his
hands unless he violates the privilege of a master. Moreover, this need
is not a purely imaginary one, for too often alas! the stains of ink or acid
are self (wident upon the hands aud faces of our scholars. As cleanliness
is next to godliness, perhaps the authorities will make a note of this.
Some of us are quite prepared to keep our hands clean if the necessary
facilities are provided.

Another point: there are no facilities at the school or on the playing
fields for a boy to get a drink of water, except for a rusty tap at the
pavilion; of course it may be pointed out that we cau always get lemonade
(at a price), but it is not every boy that can afford a glass of lemonade
whenever he is thirsty; no doubt if we each had four legs and a tail, the
R.S.P.C.A. would take a hand in rectifying the matter.

Yours thirstily,

SOAP AND WATER.
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Dear Sir,
I should like, on behalf of the School XV, to take this opportunity of

saying how much we have appreciated the enthusiastic support of so many
O.SS. at the away matches this term. Some of them, I know for a fact,
had to travel long distances to get to the matches and perhaps they hardly
realise what a feeling of confidence their presence gave us.

Yours sincerely,

J. A. TALLENT.

HOUSES.

The School House (aJ.

James', Curteis', Wood's, \iVhitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's,
Parry-Jones' (b).

Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).
Milford's, Ross's (g).

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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